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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a method for determining the moon's constants of rotation and the selenodetic coordinates of a num

ber of primary points starting from rectangular coordinate measures on scaled and oriented lunar photographs. The new
features are the use of Mosting A as the origin of selenodetic coordinates and the employment of rigorous formulas in place
of the approximate differential formulas of classical selenodesy. The least squares analysis takes into account the algebraic
correlation introduced in the reductions of the observed points.

1. Introduction

T'he constants of the moon's rotation, namely theratios of the moments of inertia, p = (C — A)/B
and y = (B - A)/C, have in the past always been
determined from heliometer measures that connect
the fundamental point (Mosting A) to the bright limb,
according to the scheme set out by Bessel in 1839.
Technically there has been relatively little advance
since Bessel's time, except for a more thorough
working out of the reduction scheme by Hayn
(1902), and a rigorous application of the calculus
of observations by Koziel (1962). At present, the
best values we have for /? and y come from four
relatively elderly heliometer series which were com
bined into a single long series by Koziel (1963).

When all possible credit has been given to those
responsible for these numerous heliometer measures
and their reductions, it must still be remarked that
the heliometer technique belongs to the last cen
tury. It is a pre-photographic method with important
limitations in both measurement and reduction. The
measures are slow, and the net results of an eve
ning's work are only seven to ten distances from the
fundamental point to the bright limb: these have to
be reduced to a single instant. A photograph con

taining the same information can be obtained in a
few seconds.

However, there is another limitation just as im
portant. The Bessel-Wichmann scheme for reducing
the measures involves assumptions about the nature
of the lunar limb. The bright limb, smoothed to a
circle, is supposed to define an invariant point in the
moon's interior, the so-called center of figure. When
the measures attain a certain level of precision, this
concept is not valid, since the center of figure is then
a blurred region whose dimensions are of the same
order as the errors of the measures. Later refine
ments, such as those by Yakovkin, do not really
surmount the difficulty.

It is of interest, of course, to relate the selenodetic
coordinate system to the moon's centroid; if this is
required, assumptions of some sort concerning the
limb and its relation to the centroid become neces
sary. Nevertheless, as shown below, the determina
tion of the constants of rotation and of differential
selenodetic coordinates can be divorced completely
from relations between the limb and the centroid.
An approach of this type is essential if earth-based
selenodesy is to progress beyond the limitations set
by the heliometer method. The new method must
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